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Disturbance Direction Detection in a Power Monitoring System 
 
1. Introduction 

When a disturbance occurs in a power system due to switching or a fault the location of the cause of the 
event relative to the metering location can be determined by examining the change to voltage and current 
when the event occurs. Analyzing direction information from multiple meter locations in a power system 
allows the location of the cause of the disturbance to be determined. This paper presents a method for 
determining the direction of a disturbance event at the individual meter location and a method for 
analyzing this data from multiple meter locations to locate the cause of the event in the power system. 
 
2. Definition of Disturbance 

As used in this paper, a disturbance is an abrupt change in the current or voltage waveform caused by a 
switching event or a fault. The magnitude and duration of the event are not specified. 
 
3. Disturbance Direction Detection in the Circuit Monitor 

The location of the cause of a disturbance relative to the metering location can be determined by 
examining the change to the voltage and current when the event occurs. For example, if a load is 
energized downstream from the metering location, the meter can measure the resulting current increase 
and the corresponding voltage decrease and determine that the event was downstream. Under ideal 
conditions, with pre-event waveforms that are unchanging, this determination can be made easily and 
reliably by simply finding the point on the waveform that is different from the pre-event waveforms. 
However, when the waveforms are varying and noisy, the sample of pre-event waveforms is small, and 
the magnitude of the event was small, it becomes much more difficult to locate the event in the waveform 
data and to correctly determine its direction. 
 
A unique approach is used in the Circuit Monitor to solve this problem. It has also been demonstrated that 
the same analysis technique can be used in software to analyze stored waveform capture data. When a 
disturbance event occurs, a waveshape alarm or a sag/swell alarm is activated which triggers a waveform 
capture. Since the evaluation is based on changes that occur when the event occurs, the waveform 
capture must contain at least 3 pre-event cycles. The average of the first 2 cycles of the waveform 
capture is used to establish the pre-event conditions. 
 
When the waveform capture is triggered, the raw data for the entire capture is collected in a memory 
array. After all of the data is collected, the raw data is processed, residual channels are computed, and 
the data is sent to a file on the Disk-On-Chip (DOC) one segment at a time. A segment is a fixed-size 
block of data which contains a variable number of cycles depending on the resolution of the waveform 
capture and the number of channels being recorded. This new direction detection function has been 
inserted into this process, processing a segment at a time before it is sent to the DOC.  
 
The analysis is based on the changes to voltage, current, and power when the event occurs. The 
waveform for the metering channel that triggered the alarm is examined at 3 time scales; (1) point-by-
point, (2) window-by-window [a window being a fraction of a cycle], and (3) cycle-by-cycle. The location of 
the event is determined by computing the difference of the point, window and cycle under test with the 
reference cycles. The difference is divided by the average difference of the 2 reference cycles. This ratio, 
which can be thought of as a signal to noise ratio, is then compared with setpoints for the appropriate 
time scale. If the setpoint is exceeded, the location of the event and coincident data on the other channels 
is captured for later analysis. 
 
After the event is located on the alarm channel, a scoring system is applied to the data collected and the 
direction is determined. All 3 time scales are examined to see if they agree in the direction and in the 
location in the waveform capture. The magnitude of the event compared to the pre-event "noise" is also 
used to establish the confidence. The determination of the direction is straightforward and follows the 
following table. The uncertainty comes in the inability to detect a small magnitude event in a variable 
"noisy" waveform. 
 

Voltage 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 + + + + + + + + + - - - - - - - - - 0 = no change 
+ = increase 
- = decrease 
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 Conditions and their effect on confidence: 
   event detected on alarm channel:    0 – 5 points 
   event detected on coincident channels:   0 – 10 points 
   location of voltage, current and power events agree:  0 – 6 points 
   ratio of min to max or max to min greater than 2:  0 – 9 points 
   direction of 3-phase voltage agrees with alarm channel: 0 – 5 points 
   direction of 3-phase current agrees with alarm channel: 0 – 5 points 
   direction of 3-phase power agrees with alarm channel:  0 – 5 points 

Total possible number of points     0 – 45 points 
 
Each event is assigned a score which expresses the direction of the event and the confidence that can be 
placed on that analysis. The final score is expressed as an integer percentage of the number of points 
assigned. Positive values are downstream, negative values are upstream.  
 
 
4. Locating the Cause of the Disturbance in the Power System 
By collecting disturbance direction data from multiple meter locations in the power system and applying 
knowledge of the topology of the power system, it is possible to determine and report the location of the 
cause of the disturbance within the power system. This operation can be performed by a personal 
computer running a software program or by a Circuit Monitor running a Custom User Program. The 
method presented applies only to radial power systems. However, a similar technique could be used for 
other power system configurations. 
 
Basic information describing the topology of the power system must be provided. This is accomplished by 
identifying significant locations (buses) in the power system and how these locations are connected 
(branches). Buses are represented by a bus number. Branches are represented by a branch number, a 
“From Bus”, and a “To Bus”. 
 
The process of combining direction information from multiple meter locations in a radial power system 
begins at the lowest level of the power system. Direction data for meters on parallel branches of the 
power system are combined and represented by a “virtual meter”. Then, after all parallel branches at this 
level are combined, direction data for the meters (or virtual meters) in series at the next higher level in the 
power system are combined. This data reduction process continues until only one virtual meter remains 
with the location of the cause of the disturbance. The resulting confidence value is then divided by the 
number of meters contributing to the confidence score. 

 
FBA = From Bus, branch “A” 
FBB = From Bus, branch “B” 
TBA = To Bus, branch “A” 
TBB = To Bus, branch “B” 
DA = Direction, branch “A” 
DB = Direction, branch “B” 
CA = Confidence, branch “A” 
CB = Confidence, branch “B” 
 
FBC = From Bus, combination 
TBC = To Bus, combination 
DC = Direction, combination 
CC = Confidence, combination 

 

Current 0 0 0 + + + - - - 0 0 0 + + + - - - 0 0 0 + + + - - - 

Power 0 + - 0 + - 0 + - 0 + - 0 + - 0 + - 0 + - 0 + - 0 + - 

Direction 0 + - 0 + 0 0 0 - 0 - + - - 0 + - + 0 + - + + - - 0 - 
0 = indeterminate 
+ = downstream 
- = upstream 
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Parallel branches are combined as follows: 

 
Serial branches are combined as follows: 

 
 
 
This process is illustrated in the following example: 
 

 
 
Figure 1: Example radial power system with 4 buses, 3 branches, and 3 Circuit Monitors. 
 
 

DA Unknown Unknown Unknown Downstream Downstream Downstream Upstream Upstream Upstream 

DB Unknown Downstream Upstream Unknown Downstream Upstream Unknown Downstream Upstream 

DC Unknown Downstream Upstream Downstream Downstream Downstream Upstream Downstream Upstream 

CC CA + CB CA + CB CA + CB CA + CB CA>=CB: CA-CB 
CB>CA: CB-CA 

CA + CB CA + CB CA + CB CA + CB 

FBC FBA FBA FBA FBA FBA FBA FBA FBA FBA 

TBC TBA TBB TBB TBA CA>=CB: TBA 
CB>CA: TBB 

TBA TBA TBB TBA 

DA Unknown Unknown Unknown Downstream Downstream Downstream Upstream Upstream Upstream 

DB Unknown Downstream Upstream Unknown Downstream Upstream Unknown Downstream Upstream 

DC Unknown Downstream Upstream Downstream Downstream Downstream Upstream CB>=CA:Downstream 
CA>CB: Upstream 

Upstream 

CC CA + CB CA + CB CA + CB CA + CB CA + CB CA + CB CA + CB CB>=CA: CB - CA 
CA>CB: CA - CB 

CA + CB 

FBC FBA FBA FBA FBA FBA FBA FBA FBA FBA 

TBC TBA TBB TBB TBA TBB TBA TBA TBB TBA 

Bus 1 

Bus 2 

Bus 3 Bus 4 

CM1 

CM2 CM3 
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Example 1: Disturbance cause at Bus 3 
 
Step 1 – Original power system definition and direction data. 
 

Branch From 
Bus 

To 
Bus 

Circuit 
Monitor 

Direction Confidence 

1 1 2 CM1 Downstream 50 

2 2 3 CM2 Downstream 100 

3 2 4 CM3 Upstream 75 

 
 
Step 2 – Starting at lowest level in power system, combine parallel branches. 
 

Branch From 
Bus 

To 
Bus 

Circuit 
Monitor 

Direction Confidence 

1 1 2 CM1 Downstream 50 

2 2 3 Virtual Downstream 100+75=175 

 
Step 3 – Now combine the branches at the lowest level in the power system with the next higher level of  
serial branches. Only one branch remains, analysis is complete. 
 

Branch From 
Bus 

To 
Bus 

Circuit 
Monitor 

Direction Confidence 

1 1 3 Virtual Downstream (175+50)/3=75 

 
 
 
At the user interface, the direction can be expressed as “Upstream”, “Downstream”, or “Unknown”. The 
confidence is expressed in terms such as “High Confidence”(70% and above) or “Low Confidence”(less 
than 30%). Note the Medium Confidence level is 30%-69%. 
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